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	Title: Bioluminescence in Pyrocystis Fusiformis
	School: Crescent View Academy, Aurora
	Sponsor: Asma Memon
	Abstract: The purpose of our experiment is to investigate the stress factors that affect dinoflagellates. I hypothesize that various stimulation like mechanical and chemical stimulation cause Pyrocystis Fusiformis cells to emit light. Also, the brightness of bioluminescence increases with the increase in the intensity of the stimulation. For the chemical stimulation, I added vinegar and the results were that it glowed longer but then died. I did this process repeatedly and the same thing happened over and over proving that the result was consistent. For the stimulus strength, I used two techniques. One was using one air pump and the other was using two air pumps. I found out that one air pump lasts longer but bioluminescence was not as brighter as the one when using two pumps. And for the two air pumps, I found out that the glow is stronger but it ends earlier compared to the one air pump. For mechanical strength, I found out the blue channel means for each speed. The low speed had the least bioluminescence and the high had the most. In conclusion the higher the speed the better the bioluminescence. My results supported my hypothesis. The survival and growth of these organisms can be affected by various stress factors that cause Bioluminescence in these organisms. Also, the decline of dinoflagellates (as shown by our chemical stimulation) due to ocean acidification could have far-reaching and potentially devastating effects on the ocean and the planet as a whole.
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